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We’ve spent the past 15 years partnering with renowned 
brands to develop excellent customer experiences across 
the physical and digital worlds. Without a doubt, the most 
significant and consistent driver of success is high-quality 
research that is accessible to decision makers across the 
organization.

Today, there are more tools than ever before to support the 
research function. In this guide, we’ll help you navigate the 
landscape in order to select the right solutions for your team 
and organizations.
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The pandemic upended industries and dramatically impacted consumer preferences 
and behaviors. While technology leaders have long recognized that consumer 
expectations are always increasing, the pace is now accelerating rapidly. Today’s 
executives demand that their organizations operate on faster iterations, using customer 
feedback to inform decisions. It’s a paradigm shift in culture, with research at the front 
and center.

In the Guide to Leveling Up Research Operations, there is an outline of the critical 
capabilities for research teams to achieve excellence in today’s dynamic landscape. If 
you haven’t already done so, it is recommended that you first familiarize yourself with 
that report and the rubric below.
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https://www.tetrainsights.com/leveling-up-your-research-operations/


Virtually every process in research has been digitized in the past decade. Customer 
interviews can now be done remotely or even asynchronously with “unmoderated” 
interviews, focus groups can be facilitated with AI, and of course few surveys are still 
conducted with pen and paper.

All of this is to say that on top of exponentially more decisions that need to be made within 
an organization, there are also exponentially more tools and technologies that research 
teams need to consider and master. Research teams need to construct a toolkit that meets 
the evolving needs of the organization. While that varies from organization to organization, it 
generally includes tools for conducting UX research and that storing insights for widespread 
access and querying.

Conducting UX research
Before we consider tools, let’s outline the requirements and capabilities needed for 
effectively executing on a study.

1. Study strategy and alignment. Fundamentally, research exists to inform decision 
making. Business stakeholders must have access to a standardized format to input 
their learning objectives and other key information and have visibility into the 
research team’s priorities, toolkit, and timeline.

2. Methodology selection. After aligning on learning objectives, your research team 
must select the right techniques to generate actionable insight. Generally, there’s a 
methodology and corresponding toolkit for qualitative and quantitative data 
generation.

3. Participant sourcing. You need a well-defined beta group or standing panel of 
participants eager to give feedback for research studies, with general access to 
current and prospective users/customers for occasional research needs.

4. Time-to-insight. The majority of studies are templated from input to output, powered 
by technology, and have predictable timelines and costs. Expertise and energy are 
reserved for the most bespoke and strategic studies. Most importantly, insights are 
generated before decisions must be made.
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Scaling insights
As a research team gains mastery over conducting and presenting research, the rest of the 
organization naturally develops a wider appetite and demand for research. The next 
challenges then are scaling research to satiate that demand and ensuring that insights are 
widely accessible afterward.

1. Insight management. The research team’s job isn’t done once they’ve conducted 
and presented research and informed key decisions. The study needs to be 
catalogued alongside other studies in a research and insights repository. A 
centralized repository exists for research conducted throughout the organization. 
Customer interviews are transcribed and queryable. Studies and insights are tagged, 
organized, and easily discoverable by relevant stakeholders. Institutional knowledge 
is documented and accumulates.

2. Insight access and reuse. Research is accessible via a research repository to 
relevant stakeholders with appropriate permissions. Each research study has 
potential upside via discovery by new stakeholders on an ongoing basis.

3. Impact & ROI. The research queue is prioritized based on relatively objective metrics 
related to urgency and impact. There is widespread visibility and alignment on 
priorities. The volume of research grows and the queue is managed effectively with 
business stakeholders eager but generally content with pacing.
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Collaborative 
document and task 
management

Team available for 
study planning, 
design, execution, 
and analysis

Professional 
services available

Dedicated research 
partner available

Robust library of 
survey templates

Dedicated Zoom 
app for moderated 
UX interviews

Robust library of 
interview templates 
for moderated or 
unmoderated 
interviews

Robust library of 
interview templates 
for moderated or 
unmoderated 
interviews

Proprietary panel 
and third-party 
panel integrations

Proprietary 
consumer panel

Proprietary 
consumer and B2B 
panels

Third-party panel 
integration

Custom recruiting 
with a specialized 
focus on verified 
B2B professionals

Live intercepts 
combined with 
first-party panel 
management

Live intercepts

Transcription and 
tagging Transcription

Quantitative 
industry 
benchmarks

Highlight reels, 
exports, and 
integrations

Video clips and CSV 
export

Video clips and CSV 
export

Start free; flexible 
pricing & discounts 
for enterprise tiers

Custom pricing for 
enterprise

Pay as you go per 
interview or 
$175/month for 
lightweight version

Begins at 
$500/month for 
lightweight version. 
Custom pricing for 
enterprise.

Global organizations 
with mature 
research teams that 
need enterprise- 
grade customer 
interviews and 
support.

Research teams 
that need basic 
unmoderated 
interview 
capabilities.

Early stage startups 
on a budget seeking 
DIY workflows.

Research teams 
that want an 
all-in-one platform 
for all UX research 
capabilities.

Pricing

Recommended 
for

Research 
planning
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for conducting UX research
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Product Comparisons
for scaling insights

Expert services

Zoom app for Live 
Note-taking and 
real-time tagging, with 
tagging selected text 
in transcripts

Select text and tag 
transcript to build 
video highlights 
across recordings

Select text and tag to 
build a taxonomy

Collaborative 
note-taking with 
AI-assisted tagging

Native integrations 
with Zoom and Google 
Drive, and custom for 
any other too or 
workflow.

Native integrations 
with Zoom and Google 
Drive, and 3,000+ 
more via Zapier

Native integrations 
with UserZoom, Slack, 
Jira, Google Drive, 
Dropbox, Box, and 
Zoom

Limited set of native 
integrations

Intuitively search 
across metadata, tags, 
transcripts, and notes 
to source insightful 
moments from 
research

Search the full text of 
research data and 
insights across all 
projects in your 
workspace

Search text with 
smart suggestions Search text and tags

Included in every plan 
to ensure seamless 
adoption

Pay per researcher 
with unlimited 
read-only viewers

Pay per researcher 
with unlimited 
read-only viewers

Pay per researcher

Slice-and-dice raw 
user interviews into 
on-demand insight 
clips

Reports with text and 
analysis

Reports with text and 
analysis

Slice-and-dice raw 
user interviews into 
on-demand insight 
clips

See which teammates 
have viewed stories 
and start 
conversations with 
comments and 
mentions

Team available for 
study planning, 
design, execution, and 
analysis

Personal onboarding 
and training

Start free; flexible 
pricing & discounts for 
enterprise tiers

Begins at $15/month 
per researcher

Free for 1 researcher 
and then $9,000/year 
for 4 research users

Begins at $33/month 
per researcher

Global organizations 
with mature research 
teams that need 
seamless workflows 
and integrations 
across their research 
tools.

Nimble 
venture-backed 
companies with 
integrated product 
and research teams.

Mid-sized 
organizations that 
store most files in 
cloud services and do 
research in UserZoom.

Organizations that 
want a dedicated 
repository and to 
conduct research 
elsewhere

Tagging
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Tetra is the End-to-End Insights Enablement Platform, making it easy to turn your user 
research into valuable insights. The platform is built for global research and design 
teams who depend on reliable, sharable insights.

Pros
● Dedicated Zoom app for powering user interviews
● Import any data type
● Native qualitative research capabilities with video transcription
● Native repository capability for easily querying insights by tag or transcript
● Unlimited users for seamless adoption
● Highlight reels to power decision-making
● Easily integrate with other research platforms
● Start for free with flexible pricing and annual discounts for enterprise tiers

Cons
● Survey capability requires integration with third-party
● Lacking in-depth usage analytics

Read G2 reviews →

https://www.g2.com/products/tetra-insights/reviews
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As the market leader for on-demand unmoderated interviews, UserTesting has become 
a household name in the research community.

Pros
● Templates for all common research studies and learning objectives
● High-quality proprietary panel of consumers
● Software is easy-to-use

Cons
● Limited access to B2B participants
● Restrictions around importing / exporting data
● Enterprise pricing only

Read G2 reviews →

https://www.g2.com/products/usertesting/reviews
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User Interviews is focused on being the most powerful research participant recruiting 
and management capability, with a proprietary panel of 700,000 participants.

Pros
● Access to a proprietary panel to supplement first-party participants
● Incentive management and integrations with survey capabilities
● System-of-record for user feedback to prevent participant fatigue
● Calendar booking for interviews

Cons
● Lacks a built-in qualitative or quantitative research capability beyond participant 

management

Read G2 reviews →

https://www.g2.com/products/user-interviews/reviews
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Aiming to be the all-in-one research platform, UserZoom’s acquisitions of Validately and 
EnjoyHQ give it survey, interview, and repository capabilities.

Pros
● Surveys, unmoderated interviews, moderated interviews, and repository all 

integrated into one platform
● Third-party panel integrations, proprietary panel, and first-party participants all 

available
● Comprehensive list of native integrations for insights repository

Cons
● Disconnected and dated experiences for each capability
● Complex pricing across each product

Read G2 reviews →

https://www.g2.com/products/userzoom/reviews
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Dovetail is democratizing research with a slick platform for storing insights, generating 
interactive reports, and managing participants.

Pros
● Impressive and intuitive user experience
● Automated insights and sentiment analysis
● Simple pricing and feature set

Cons
● Limited customer assistance and expert research services
● Lacks participant recruiting capabilities
● Limited set of integrations
● Lacks native capabilities for conducting research
● Primarily qualitative insight oriented

Read G2 reviews →

https://www.g2.com/products/dovetail-research-pty-ltd-dovetail/reviews
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Now part of the UserZoom umbrella, EnjoyHQ benefits from being both a powerful 
repository and integrated with qualitative and quantitative research capabilities.

Pros
● Extensive set of native integrations
● Unlimited storage and transcription on all plans
● Focused on storing qualitative and quantitative insights

Cons
● Primarily focused on storage and classification, less on analysis or reporting
● Expensive for more than one researcher
● Ongoing integration into UserZoom suite is primitive

Read G2 reviews →

https://www.g2.com/products/enjoyhq/reviews
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Focused on qualitative data analysis, storage, and querying, Condens is a powerful 
repository for user interviews.

Pros
● Automated tagging and clustering accelerates insight categorization
● Slide and dice interviews into highlight reels
● Project-based pricing available

Cons
● Lacks participant management or recruiting capabilities
● Very limited set of integrations
● Lacks native capabilities for conducting research
● Primarily qualitative insight oriented

Read G2 reviews →

https://www.g2.com/products/condens/reviews
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Read Article

Download Guide UX Research Tools Map
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